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Following the Ticket:
The Process When We
Detect a Security Threat

WHITE PAPER

As a Broadway play patron, the viewer sees a
seamless production that comes across as effortless.
However, pulling back the curtain reveals the well-oiled machine that makes it all
possible: lighting staff, costume designers and rehearsing actors all focused and
working collaboratively, resulting in a visual masterpiece. Much like a Broadway play,
the Secureworks® behind-the-scene process is a multi-layered approach from
identification of a threat to notification of clients in a timely manner. Each portion
of the threat detection process — from discovering a potential threat to the delivery
of a ticket to you — has a streamlined lifecycle that leverages people, process,
technology and intelligence.
What happens when we detect a threat? Sit back and relax while we pull back the
curtains and reveal what happens.

Actors and Their Roles
• Security Operations Centers (SOCs): Reviews security events to

determine if they pose a threat, looks for and provides pattern recognition
logic that further enhances the Counter Threat Platform’s™ (CTP)
capabilities once a threat is identified, and implements this detection
capability across the entire client base.

• Senior Intrusion Analyst (SIA) team: Provides critical incident

investigations and adds context to technology alerts to help you identify
and respond to threats faster and more effectively. Elite services add
designated threat hunting teams to hunt proactively and continuously for
hidden adversaries.

• Counter Threat Unit™ (CTU™): Works side by side with the SOC

by providing application of their research and intelligence capabilities.
Secureworks weaves Threat Intelligence throughout all aspects of operations.

• Incident Response (IR): This practice provides rapid containment and

eradication of threats — minimizing the duration and impact of a security
breach. You or the SOC can engage the Emergency IR team upon
detection of a breach or use Proactive IR services to ensure you have
response plans in place if needed.
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1. Obtaining Logs and Unfiltered Data
Logs help paint a picture like an X-ray can help determine a prognosis. Logs provide a
snapshot of your system’s health at a point in time. Understanding the health of your
security operation starts with having access to event logs from as many of your security
devices as practical. Secureworks uses any or all of the following event logs: IDS/IPS,
Firewall, Web Application Firewall (WAF), Proxy, DNS, DHCP, server logs, endpoint logs
and others. The more the merrier. While Secureworks is vendor neutral, we offer our
own proprietary IPS solution, the iSensor™, which has our own signatures integrated to
help detect and block potential attacks.
Because the advanced adversary is typically operating on a host, Secureworks can best
help you when we have full visibility into the endpoint via server and personal computer
telemetry. Secureworks collects unfiltered endpoint telemetry, which provides system
level, security specific visibility that is unachievable through standard event logging.
This telemetry allows us to identify the advanced adversary through their behaviors and
abuse of legitimate system utilities, which often goes unnoticed by traditional security
controls. We currently collect unfiltered telemetry from Carbon Black’s Next-Generation
Antivirus (NGAV) and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) products, and offer our
proprietary Red Cloak™ agent that provides the deepest security telemetry collection.

Figure 1: Secureworks Client Portal Security Incidents Summary
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2. Log Filtering and Consolidation
The Secureworks Counter Threat Appliance (CTA), which makes up the first component
of the Counter Threat Platform, performs the collection and filtering of logs from inscope devices we are monitoring. On endpoints, both the logs and unfiltered endpoint
security telemetry is collected. Red Cloak first processes endpoint telemetry and any
critical logs are sent to the CTA. As logs are collected by the CTA, they are compared to
the CTU Attacker Database and filtered as either informational or security. All collected
logs are forwarded to Secureworks for additional analysis by our CTU and SOC. Security
logs are normalized and transformed into security events in near real time. The resulting
security events are correlated against other log data to gather additional context that
may not be present in the individual log itself. The enriched events are sent to CTP via a
secure connection for further processing.

Figure 2: Secureworks Client Portal Incident Example

3. Event Processing and Notifications
Once events arrive at the Secureworks SOCs, they go through a series of processing
stages for annotation and identification of patterns of suspicious activity. As part of
this process, event features are extracted and compared to models generated by our
supervised Machine Learning Engine (MLE), which learns from our security analysts.
Events are annotated with a number of additional data points, one of which is the
probability of maliciousness. The Secureworks MPLE engine further processes events.
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MPLE is a rule-based event processing system that processes 250 billion events daily.
MPLE uses patterns that our security analysts have developed and refined for
close to two decades. The security events are compared against the stack of
MPLE rules for correlation and categorization, and assigned automatically to one
of the following categories:

• Known High or Medium Risk: If the event(s) in question is determined to
be a known risk and we have a high confidence in the detection measure,
we automatically generate an incident ticket to notify you. If you prefer a
call in addition to the automatic ticket, we can set that as your preference.
By default, we accompany all high-severity incidents with a phone call
unless requested otherwise.

Figure 3: Secureworks Client Portal Incident Example

• Unknown: If we do not already have a pattern that matches the event

in question, it is sent to our SOCs, where a security analyst reviews the
event in detail to determine if this could signal a potential new threat. This
team has access to other security specialists along with the CTU, who can
provide additional intelligence and insight.

• Known Benign: Events determined not to be a threat are resolved and sent
to the Secureworks Client Portal for reporting purposes.
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4. Deeper Analysis and Response
Secureworks has five resilient SOC locations that are equipped to work seamlessly
to provide 24x7 service. When a high-severity incident is identified, security analysts
immediately begin reviewing the incident. The analysts work to validate that the
detection represents a true threat by using Secureworks Threat Intelligence, Open
Source Intelligence, and client specific log and event data in order to piece together
the story around the activity. In addition, they work directly with multiple other teams
within the SOC who can help mitigate a threat before further damage is done, including
making configuration changes on managed devices or providing expert security
analysis expertise and unique insight gained from helping thousands of clients. The
Senior Intrusion Analysts (SIA) team is one group that the security analysts work closely
with and their expertise is within in the endpoint space. The SIA team investigates and
enriches endpoint-based incidents by pulling together research across the advanced
services, like Advanced Endpoint Threat Detection (AETD) and Advanced Malware
Prevention and Detection (AMPD). The team also delivers the AETD Elite Service with
Red Cloak technology, which involves proactive, ongoing hunting across all client data
starting with endpoint telemetry.

Figure 4: Secureworks Client Portal Managed and Monitored Assets Overview

5. Incident Response Hand Off
If the SOC receives a call from a client or identifies a complex cyber incident in a
client’s environment, they can hand off the incident to our Incident Response or CTU
for resolution in cases where the client has an Incident Response Retainer or is a Threat
Intelligence subscriber.
If you do not have a retainer or do not subscribe to our Threat Intelligence services,
the security analyst can walk you through signing up to receive this additional level of
support in a cyber-emergency. Our Incident Response, CTU and SIA teams all work in
conjunction to ensure constant information flow between teams.
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Finale
All great productions have areas of focus and Secureworks has five areas where
we continue to emphasize excellence. Our TRACC goals in the chart below act as
indicators measuring if Secureworks is “on track” serving our clients.

T

Timeliness

Improve threat detection and threat response times, as well as the timeliness
of all client-related and internal processes, communication and interactions.

R

Right First Time

Decrease human- and technology-induced error rates in data analyses,
incident notification and all client-related and internal processes, communication,
and interactions.

A

Actionable/Relevant

Ensure all threat content, context, and analyses are relevant and contain
actionable and useful information.

C

Correlation

Improve correlation of information generated by multiple disparate platforms,
as well as correlation of post-processing/meta-event creation mechanisms in
relation to an affected asset, threat or any other data point.

C

Context

Create relevant and actionable context — as it relates to an affected asset, threat
or any other data point.

Like all productions, the best ones have great teamwork and processes behind the
scenes. This is what allows Secureworks to thrive when detecting threats. Secureworks
is dedicated to ensuring you receive the highest caliber of service to your assets. As
we learn from your environment and from thousands of others, we help manage future
vulnerabilities. We help keep devices tuned with the latest intelligence, monitor the health
of solution, and help you execute better security processes and programs to stay resilient.
You benefit from a continuous feedback loop that helps predict more threats in the
future. We constantly apply new rules to the Counter Threat Platform and deploy new
countermeasures that recognize threats early.
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Secureworks in Your Environment
Secureworks Counter Threat Platform™
Client Outcomes

See More

Know More

Defend Faster

Create a Common Operational
Picture and improve endpoint visibility

Correlate against real
knowledge of the threats

Add context to identify true
risk, prioritize action

Client Environment

Legitimate Users
& Adversaries

Endpoint
Visibility

3,805,226

Layers of
Security

101

5633
Just Noise
or Event?

Suspicious/
Malicious

Predict & Prevent

Manage Risk

Continuous Feedback Loop

Vulnerability and Program Management

Secureworks provides more than just security technologies. We partner with you to help
manage risk. If the CTU sees a correlation between one client under attack and others
who may be vulnerable, they sound a warning and help you and all our clients prevent
the same attack through the Network Effect.
Secureworks helps you execute the Defense in Concert approach. This results in:

• Detecting more threats because of improved telemetry
• Responding smarter and faster because you know more about the threat
• Preventing and Predicting more threats in the future due to the
continuous feedback loop
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Validated
Risk

Take
the Right
Action

Secureworks® (NASDAQ: SCWX) is a leading global cybersecurity
company that protects organizations in the digitally connected world.
We combine visibility from thousands of clients, aggregate and analyze data from any source, anywhere, to
prevent security breaches, detect malicious activity in real time, respond rapidly, and predict emerging threats.
We offer our clients a cyber-defense that is Collectively Smarter. Exponentially Safer.™
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